
 
15. POLICE AND MILITARY SNIPER WORLD CUP 

 
 
 

INVITATION TO ENTER 
 
 
 
Venue and date:  Shooting range of the Hungarian Police, Budapest 
 Shooting range of the Hungarian Army 
 7-11. May 2016. 
 
Organizer:  Hungarian Police Training Centre 

Hungarian Army 
Hungarian Police Sport Association 

   
Categories:  Police individual and team event:  
   Military individual and team event: 
   Best Shooter    
 
 
Course of fire: The course of fire will test the skills snipers need in real 

operation. The 25-30 exercises of the competition will be drawn 
during the technical meeting. 

 Accuracy 20 - 800 m 
 Shooting daytime and after dark using natural and artificial light. 
 Shooting horizontal angle 
 Shooting to partially covered target 
 Evaluation of a certain situation 
 Patrol 
 Team work   

 
Ammunition:  maximum of 170 pieces of ammunition/shooter is required. 
 
Participation: two men police or two men military teams (active, retired, and 

contractual). 
one observer (optional) 
The numbers of the teams are limited to 75. 

 
Accreditation: for verifying the competitors’ eligibility to participate, the 

production of police or military ID, or certification of police or 
military unit will be required. 

 
Weapon:   one sniper rifle with telescopic sight for each shooter. Only one 

 rifle per competitor is allowed for the entire competition. 
 
Equipment: Sling or lockable rifle box to carry the weapon, detachable rifle 

support, spotting scope, wind gauge. 
   The use of night vision is PROHIBITED. 
   
Accommodation:  Hotel Ventura (179. Fehérvári St. Budapest 1179.) 
 
 



 
Meals: Three times a day. Breakfast in the hotel, dinner and lunch on 

the range. 
  Mineral water will be provided on the range free of charge. 
 
Entry fee:   200 EUR/person. Includes:  

 full board  
 accommodation during the time of the competition 
 transfer between the range and the accommodation 
 transfer between Budapest airport and the hotel  
 closing banquet. 

 
Targets:   Paper, steel, falling, moving and the combination of these. They 

will be demonstrated before each exercise. 
 
Official language:  English. Competitors must be conversant in English or they 

must be accompanied by an English speaking observer. The 
observer must be registered also. 

 
Online registration: https://policesport.hu/en 
Deadline:  31st of March 
The organizer will send a confirmation e-mail. 
 
Important information: 
The organizer reserves the right to make adjustments in the format of the 
competition. 
 Service uniform is required during the closing ceremony. 
 Zeroing will possible on the day of arrival from 10.00 until 19.00 o’clock. 
 

Schedule: 
 07.May from  12.00. arrival to the accommodation and registration.  

10.00-19.00 Zeroing (police range) 
21.00 Technical meeting 

 08..May opening ceremony and competition (police range) 
 09. May competition (army range) 
 10. May competition (police range) until 15.00  
 19.00 closing ceremony 
 11. May departure 

 
 
Contact:  
gyori.laszlo@orfk.police.hu  
Mobile: +36-209-215-430 
 
 
 
 

Márton P. Vincze 
Head of Police Training Centre 

Acting President of the Hungarian Police Sport Association 
Head of the Organizing Committee 


